




Risky Business 😎
The Long-Term Payoff of Taking Creative Risks

SPEAKER:  JESSICA DEJONG
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Part 1

Embracing a 
culture of risk 
for long-term 
adaptability

Part 2

Balancing radical 
innovation with 
profitable 
creativity in the 
design process

Part 3

Putting these 
learnings into 
practice for long 
term success



What If We … 
Fostering a culture that embraces risk







What if we …
made food that floats?



What if we …
made food that is invisible?





https://www.dropbox.com/s/z6wb22rber7l5mo/balloon_video%20%28slide%2013%29.mov?dl=0


What struck me about the creation of the edible 
balloon is what Grant Achatz did not say …



“What if we made food 
that floats …

and serve it tonight? I 
already put it on the 
menu and the guests 
are expecting it.” 

— Sales, probably



“What if we made food 
that floats …

that wouldn’t cost much 
more than a normal 
dessert, right? It’s all air 
anyway."

— Finance, probably



“What if we made food 
that floats …

and no one orders it? Or 
someone is allergic to it? 
Someone will just copy 
this anyway."

— Legal, probably













A culture that values strategic 
risk-taking will allow you to pivot 

quickly when things change. 

Your business’s capacity for 
resiliency will be key to your

long-term success.



So … 
have I experienced 
the edible balloon 
at Alinea?





😑





Part of risk-taking is accepting 
failure as part of the creative process. 



Even Alinea makes the occasional misstep … 





😬





A note on learning the rules 
before you break them …



Charlie Trotter Thomas Keller











You need to master the rules 
before you break them.



So, how do you create an environment that 
embraces risk but also keeps people accountable? 



Psychological Safety

An often misunderstood buzzword.

Psychological safety is not about relaxing 
standards or being nice or making people 
feel comfortable and agreeable. 



Performance Culture 

• Rewards short-term gains & 
immediate outcomes

• Risk averse

• Rethinking averse

Learning Culture 

• Rewards long-term gains & is 
patient for outcomes

• Encourages risk and learning from 
failures

• Regularly engages in rethinking 



TEAM 1

Higher Psychological Safety

TEAM 2

Lower Psychological Safety



QUESTION

Which team had a higher incidence of medical errors? 



RESULTS (INITIAL)
 

Team 2 had a lower number of errors. 



RESULTS (INITIAL)
 

Team 2 had a lower number of self-reported errors. 



RESULTS (FINAL)

When evaluated by a 3rd party, Team 1 had significantly fewer errors 
– they were just more comfortable reporting them in the study.



Key Takeaways from Alinea

A culture 
of risk-taking 
will make you 

ready to adapt to 
curve balls.

Failure 
is part of the 

creative 
process. 

Before you 
break the rules, 

you need to 
master them. 

This is 
supposed to 

be fun!



Radical Innovation + 
Profitable Creativity
How to balance your risk exposure in the creative process 





Bernard Arnault

CEO, LVMH
$233B (2023 Net worth)



You can’t charge a premium price for giving people 
what they expect, and you won’t ever have break-out 
products that way—the kinds of products that people 

line up around the block for. 

We have those, but only because 
we give our artists freedom.

Bernard Arnault





I was shocked, which is good, of course. 
A new product is not creative—it is not important—

if it does not shock when you first see it.

Bernard Arnault





Radical Innovation

Respects the necessary 
chaos of the creative 
process. Listens to focus 
groups with “one ear.”

LVMH Creative Process



Radical Innovation

Respects the necessary 
chaos of the creative 
process. Listens to focus 
groups with “one ear.”

Profitable Creativity

Chaos is banished.
Strict discipline is enacted, and 

the manufacturing process is 
meticulously planned. 

LVMH Creative Process



LVMH Net Sales and Operating Profits



15
Percentage of new products in a given 

year that are new to LVMH

%



That way, we can have our creativity 
but also minimize risk.

Bernard Arnault





https://www.dropbox.com/s/qxczeoz8zjfss16/NFTiff%20%28slide%2062%29.mov?dl=0






Key Takeaways from LVMH

Embrace the 
early chaos of 

the creative 
process.

Apply strict 
discipline to the 

planning and 
implementation.

Test risks 
with 15% 
of your 

portfolio. 

Foster 
a culture that 
embraces risk 
for long-term 

success. 



Just Do It
How to put these practices into action



1. Identify your 15%
2. Think Outside the Box
3. Limit Stakeholders
4. Get a Coach



1. Identify your 15%



Places to take design risks: Ideas for your 15%

Color Type Campaigns

Microsites Social Video + Motion



70



71

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tmk5qfm411ugv55/NordstromRack%20%28slide%2071%29.mov?dl=0


https://www.dropbox.com/s/csyi9d79iufddn5/Amsterdam%20%28Slide72a%29.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yaeedvgesy3q3ai/rotterdam%20%28slide%2072b%29.mov?dl=0


https://www.dropbox.com/s/rwea9y5vtr9rcsb/utah%20jazz%20%28slide%2073%29.mov?dl=0


2. Think Outside the Box



2. Think Outside the Box





NBA Uniformity Rule:

1. Players’ shoes must be 51% or more 
white.

2. Players’ shoes must match their 
teammates’ shoes.

3. Failure to follow this rule results in a fine of 
$5,000 per game to the offending player. 

Roadblock or opportunity?



$162,000,000
AirJordan Sales Year One





3. Limit Stakeholders



Number of 
Stakeholders

Boldness of design 



But … I have to include Terry, Alex, 
Simone, and Taylor. And John will insist 

his whole team is involved in this.

-Every client in every kickoff meeting



When you only show completed designs, then the 
only substantive way people can contribute is by 

criticizing them.

-Kalev (rhymes with olive) Peekna



💡Pro tip💡

Include them at the beginning. 

Ask for their involvement early in the form of
interviews, workshops, or surveys.



Number of 
Stakeholders

Boldness of design 









4. Get a Coach



“The Michigan” Workout

1,600m race pace

1k tempo

800m race pace

1k tempo

400m all you’ve got 

+ 4 x 150s



Parting Thoughts + Activity 





Many of your 
perceived 
limits may be 
imagined or greatly 
overexaggerated.  

Creative innovation 
requires time to 
blossom, but will make 
your business more 
resilient and adaptable. 

You can balance 
radical innovation & 
profitable creativity by 
following LVMH’s 85/15 
model.



What if we …
made food that floats?



What if we … 
made food that’s invisible?



What if we … 
made a dress from newsprint?



What if we … 
just paid the NBA fine?



What if we … 
_________________?



On your balloon, 
write down a risk you want 
to take this year that would 
pay long-term dividends.



Then, let that balloon go!



Thank you!



One North is a full-service digital agency helping 
businesses solve complex problems in creative ways. 
We’re makers, technologists and relationship builders 
guiding you toward what’s next. 

Unlike traditional agencies, we stitch together a deep level of expertise across 
disciplines so that we can do the work of multiple teams. With capabilities in 
brand and communications, digital experience, technology and infrastructure, 
and optimization and insights, we can take on any challenge. 

One North is a TEKsystems company. For more information visit onenorth.com.

Thank you.




